Lauren Farrington First Draft

[:00] Mellow electronic music plays. A video clip of a cloudy sky and tall trees also plays. An opaque bar appears across the middle of the screen containing the text “for the first time,”

[:05] Clip of kids playing with a hose. Text reads: “on the road north of Tampico, I felt the life”

[:23] A woman kissing a sleeping boy on the head. Text stair-steps down and reads: “sliding out of me” 

[:41] A black screen with smoke rising.  A hypnotic rattling sound crescendos. A video of a child appears in a small circle in the middle of the screen. Text reads: “a drum in the desert, harder and harder to hear

[1:16] Ambient rain sounds play with spacey, reverberating music until a steel drum song begins. Black background with the text “I was seven”

[1:19] A circular video appears again, but smaller. Text reads: “I lay in the car, watching palm trees swirl a sickening pattern”

[1:34] Clip of a galaxy fades in. Text reads: “across the glass. My stomach was a melon, split wide inside my skin”

[2:10] Clip of a candle flame with a dark background plays. White text appears on-screen and reads “how do you know you are going to die? I begged my mother. We had been travelling for days. with strange confidence she answered, ‘when you can no longer make a fist’”

[3:10] The candle flickers and is blown out. “Make a fist.” moves to the center of the screen.

[3:25] Ambient wave sounds followed by choral music. A clip of a ladder propped up against a bridge plays. Text reads: “Years later I smile to think”

[3:31] Clip of a woman reaching a hand into a grave. A hand reaches back. Text reads: “of that journey, the borders we must cross”

[3:36] The word “separately” on a black background.

[3:39] The word separates and reforms with the words “stamped by our unanswerable woes”

[3:50] A family horseplaying in a house. Text reads: “I who did not die, who am still living, still lying in the backseat”

[4:10] Clips of gases in space. Text reads: “behind all my questions, clenching and opening one small hand.”

